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R.A.F. SUCCESSES IN CYRENAIGA

Further details are now available of aerial combats over

Cyrenaica on February 8 and 9 when Royal Air Force fighters destroyed

two enemy bombers and four ME.109Fs.

First blood was drawn by Kittyhawks, A sergeant pilot from

Sydney, Australia said: "we were escorting some Blenheims detailed

to raid Derna on February 8 when the 109s attacked us. The bombers

went ahead with their job while we engaged the enemy. I found one

in my sights and gave him a heavy burst. He went spinning down

while almost immediately another 109 came up in front of me. It

seemed to jerk to a halt. I didn't know then that our flight

lieutenant, who comes from Lymington, Hampshire, had already given
it a burst. I finished him off as he hung there in front of me.

The third Messerschmitt crashed into the sea.

The Blenheims did a nice job on Derna landing ground and all

returned safely.

February 9 was a "Hurricane" day. A Heinkel 111 was the first

to go down. Taking off during a raid on a forward landing ground

a squadron leader glimpsed the Heinkel as it was making for home.

Over the sea he put a burst into each engine of the enemy bomber

and probably killed the rear gunner. The Heinkel began to lose

height and dived slowly towards the sea, bouncing on the choppy

waves as it entered the water. Survivors were seen clinging to

the wreckage.

A few hours later other Hurricanes intercepted a Ju.88.

Five pilots are credited with a share in the destruction of this

aircraft which crashed south of Gazala, the crew being captured.
To round off the day a flight lieutenant fastened on to the

loader of a formation of Me. 109s during the afternoon and shot it

down.


